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Clay manufacturing in operation  
at Manningham worksite

What are clay plants? 
We're producing a safe, naturally occurring clay mix, known as bentonite, 
on site using specialised plants as shown in these images.
We’re using clay plants at our work sites in Yallambie and Bulleen.  
The plants store and pump the clay needed to build the large concrete 
walls and interchanges for the North East Link Tunnels, often referred 
to in construction as D-walls or Diaphragm walls.

How does it work?
The clay plant mixes raw clay materials with water. Once combined, the  
mix is pumped into excavated holes to keep them stable, before concrete  
is poured in. The clay is then forced out by the concrete and the leftover  
mix is pumped back out and re-used for the next dig. 
This is a safe and sustainable way of building the tunnel walls as the clay  
is continually re-used.

We need many types  
of machinery and workers 
on site building the North 
East Link Tunnels. You may 
be familiar with piling rigs, 
cranes, excavators and 
trucks, but have you heard 
of a clay plant?
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Please contact us if you would like this information in an accessible format.
If you need assistance due to a hearing or speech impairment, visit relayservice.gov.au

Tunnel wall construction at Manningham worksite

What is a D-wall?
A diaphragm wall, or D-wall, acts as a retaining wall for the tunnel. It is made from concrete and supports the 
underground structure of the tunnel.  

The tunnel will be built here

Step 1. 
A hydromill digs a deep 
trench for the walls

Step 4. 
Tunnel box  
is excavated

Step 2.  
Clay is added

Clay is removed and 
concrete is poured

Step 3.  
The D-walls  
are installed

Noise and vibration 
Clay plants are not generally 
disruptive, producing low to 
moderate noise and vibration 
when operating. If noise 
exceeds our set 63db (day)  
or 58db (night) standards 
(which is approximately as 
loud as a dishwasher) our 
real-time monitors will be 
triggered. We will then be  
able to assess the impact  
and manage immediately.

If you feel you are 
experiencing excessive 
impacts from construction, 
we encourage you to  
contact the project team  
on 1800 105 105 as soon  
as possible.
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